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Contrast Transfer Function - Estimation parameters Laurent JOYEUX, Pawel A. Penczek Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. The University of Texas – Houston Medical School Abstract



Introduction



The electron microscope is a powerful tool that can be used to solve 3D structures of large macromolecular assemblies, such as viruses or ribosomes, at a near-atomic resolution. The image processing is an important part of the data analysis and it is often hampered by a variety of problems. Not only there is a high level of noise in the data, but the microscope itself is an imperfect imaging tool. The distortions introduced by the image formation process of an electron microscope are characterized, within the approximation of linear theory, by the Contrast Transfer Function (CTF). In order to recover the correct image of a macromolecule, the CTF effects have to be compensated for. To achieve this goal, we need to estimate the CTF parameters. The calculation of parameters is based on the power spectrum of a micrograph, which yields a characteristic imprint of the CTF effects. Parameters that have to be calculated characterize the noise level, the defocus value, the astigmatism, and the envelope function. Once all the necessary parameters are estimated, they are used during the reconstruction process and the correct distribution of information in Fourier space is restored using Wiener filter formalism. We present a new automated method for estimation of the defocus, the envelope and the background functions, and the astigmatism. We use smooth curves, B-splines, rather than an analytic model to fit the background noise and the envelope functions. Next, the defocus is estimated using a standard least square minimization method. The astigmatism parameters, i.e., the amplitude and the orientation, are estimated using defocus computed on a regularly distributed set of radial directions. The parameters obtained are used in the merging process that includes the CTF, the envelope function, and the Spectral Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SSNR) estimated from the reconstruction. The information about astigmatism can be used to correct for astigmatism effects in the 2D data.
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CTF estimation Power spectrum of EM images



Current state of the art of the CTF parameters estimation •Manual search of parameters using graphical user interface



Artifacts



•Mathematical models are used for each component of the power spectrum. They are only approximations.



Micrograph



•Current estimation methods are hampered by a lack of good estimation of the background and the envelope.



Projection CTF
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pw( f ) = observed signal ( f ) + background noise ( f ),



Background noise



observed signal ( f ) = env( f ) ⋅ CTF ( f ) ⋅ ( signal ( f ) + noise( f )) Observed Image



Ê Ê Cs l2 f 2 ˆ ˆ 2 CTF ( f ) µ sin ÁÁ ÁÁ - D z ˜˜plf - Cj ˜˜ ¯ ËË 2 ¯



The power spectrum pw(f) is the sum of the observed signal2(f) andthe backgroundnoise2 (f). The envelope env(f) describes the attenuation of the high frequency information due to energy spread, multiple inelastic-elastic scattering, etc. CTF(f) is the Contrast Transfer Function of the electron microscope. It depends on the aberration constant Cs, the electron wavelength l, the defocus Dz, and Cj, which is a function of the amplitude contrast ratio. Finally, noise(f) and signal(f) correspond to the support (grid and film) and the particles, respectively.
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Figure 1: the power spectrum can be separated into a low part (dominated by artifacts due to unevenness of the image), a middle part containing the usable information, and a high part containing only noise. The power spectrum values contain the Observed signal and the Backgroundnoise.
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One step of 3D projection alignment and 3D reconstruction
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In the first step:



Dz’= Dz ’m Dz ax



Using the decomposition presented in Fig.1, we search for two curves called the background and the envelope that are under and above the power spectrum curve (see Fig.2).



Merging of single defocus group volumes using Wiener filtration



Defocus The defocus Dz’ depends on the astigmatism amplitude Av and the astigmatism orientation Aq :



Dz ¢ = Dz + 0.5Av sin(2(q - Aq ))



FSC



(1)



where Dz is the defocus without astigmatism.



SSNR



The astigmatism parameters are estimated by :



†



1 - Performing rotational average S on small pies defined by q angle. The pies do not overlap and the number of pies is about 20. 2 - Estimating the defocus Dz’ on each pie.



Re-estimation of CTF parameters



CTF parameters



The background and the envelope are estimated using a parametric model: smooth curve (B-spline) with 6 to 20 control points. We used the parametric model because it is more flexible and it yields better estimation than the analytical model. The observed signal and the envelope curves, as shown in Fig.3, are the differences between the power spectrum and the background curves and between the background and the envelope curves, respectively.



Figure 2: First step of the CTF parameters estimation



Elements marked in red represent the improvements added within the new scheme.



3 - Search for the sinus function that fits the plot Dz’ versus q (according to Eq.1).



observed



In the second step: Using the observed signal and the envelope (Fig.3), we search for the CTF estimated curve, which depends on the defocus, that is the closest to the observed signal. CTF estimated is the multiplication of the CTF(f) function by the envelope.



Fit a smooth curve above/under a given curve A smooth curve fn,M(x) is built using B-spline functions Sn(x), of order n, with weights ai : f n , M ( x) =



M -1



Â ai S n ( x - i),



Iteration N



Iteration N+1



x Œ [0, M - 1]



i =0



The contribution of each B-spline to fn,M(x) is mainly localized on an interval centered at i, [ili,i+li], where li is half the interval length and differs from each B-spline, with the constraint : [0, M - 1] Ã



M -1



U [i - l , i +l ] ‹ "l i



i



i



D i = min



(data( x) - f



min



xŒ[ i -li ,i + li ]



≥ 0.5



i =0



The weights ai are estimated iteratively such that fn,M(x) remains above (or under) the curve data(x). At each iteration ai is incremented by an offset Di using fn,M(x) and data(x) in the interval [i-li,i+li].



Example: only the B-spline2 requires an additional offset (illustration on the left). This offset is equal to the smallest difference between data(x) and fn,M(x); otherwise, fn,M(x) would be above the data(x). Consequently, Di is equal to:



B-spline 1



B-spline 2



Intervals



Example of the update process



n,M



( x) )



If fn,M(x) is supposed to be above data(x), then in the equation above “min” is replaced by “max”. The distance between two extrema in the rotational power spectrum depends on the frequency (illustration on the right). To overcome this problem, the interval lengths li are set to 1-0.5i/M. Finally, the number of B-splines M is dynamically selected by :



Ê Ê d 2 f n ,m ( x) ˆ ˆ ˜˜ M = arg maxÁ min ÁÁ 2 ˜˜ dx mŒ[6 , 20 ] Á xŒ[0 , M -1] Ë ¯¯ Ë



The method proposed is implemented as a java applet, and is available on the web site : http://bmb10.uth.tmc.edu:8080/~ljoyeux/ctf



Example of fitting above and under. The red curve is the power spectrum data. The pink and cyan curves represent the initialization and the result after 51 iterations, respectively, for fitting under. The green and blue curve represent the initialization and result after 51 iterations, respectively, for fitting above.



Dz, envelope, noise Figure 3: Second step of the CTF parameters estimation
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